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Agriculture has a small, and declining, importance in employment and income generation within the EU, but a political importance well beyond its economic impact. The EU's common agricultural policy (CAP) has often been the source of conflict between the EU and its trade partners within first the GATT, and then the WTO. In the Doha Round agriculture was again a sticking point, resulting in setbacks and delays. The position of the EU is pivotal. Due to the comparatively limited competitiveness of the EU's agricultural sector, and the EU's institutionally constrained ability to undertake CAP reform, the CAP sets limits for agricultural trade liberalization blocking progress across the full compass of the WTO agenda. Therefore, the farm trade negotiation, with the CAP at its core, is the key to understanding the dynamics of trade rounds in the WTO. 



The book, written by a political scientist and an agricultural economist, applies theory on ideas to explain how the agricultural sector came to be included in the Single Undertaking that resulted in the Uruguay Round agreements, and how this led to a dynamic interplay between CAP reform and the possibility of further agricultural trade liberalization within the WTO, thereby providing useful insights into international trade relations.
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Innovations in Supply Chain Management for Information Systems: Novel Approaches (Premier Reference Source)Business Science, 2009
The intersection of supply chain management and e-business information systems is a significant topic for the modern business world as understanding which technologies will most effectively enable innovative practices is a key management competency. Innovations in Supply Chain Management for Information Systems: Novel Approaches...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-515): Web Applications Development with Microsoft .NET Framework 4Microsoft Press, 2010

	
		Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCTS Exam 70-515—and on the job. Work at your own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, reinforce and apply what you’ve learned through real-world case scenarios and practice exercises. This official Microsoft study guide is...
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Kali Linux Web Penetration Testing Cookbook: Identify, exploit, and prevent web application vulnerabilities with Kali Linux 2018.x, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover the most common web vulnerabilities and prevent them from becoming a threat to your site's security

	
		Key Features

		
			Familiarize yourself with the most common web vulnerabilities
	
			Conduct a preliminary assessment of attack surfaces and run exploits in your lab
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Proceedings of the Second Conference on Artificial General Intelligence (Arlington, March 2009)Atlantic Monthly Press, 2009


	Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) research focuses on the original and ultimate

	goal of AI – to create broad human-like and transhuman intelligence, by exploring

	all available paths, including theoretical and experimental computer science,

	cognitive science, neuroscience, and innovative interdisciplinary methodologies....
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Introduction To Data Networks, Pdn, Lan, Man, Wan, And Wireless Data, Technologies And SystemsAlthos Publishing, 2003
This book explains the different types of data networks, how the key types of data networks operate, and the different types of data services they provide. Data networks have become a fundamental part of almost all communication networks. Data networks are telecommunications networks that are installed and operated for information exchange...
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Building Flash Web Sites For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
So you want to be a Flash Web designer, but you can’t design Flash Web
sites in a flash? It all takes time. And it also requires a modicum of knowledge,
which is where this book comes in. If you’ve read other Flash how-to
books, you know that they cover the sundry topics like how to create really
cool animations with...
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